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Simon graduated with an honours degree in 
Chemical Engineering from the University of 
Surrey in 1978 and began a long career in 
the engineered pump industry spanning 40 
years (so far!) with Peerless Pump, BW/IP 
International / Flowserve, SPP Pumps, 
Ruhrpumpen and Ebara Cryodynamics.
Over his long career he has filled various 
roles as Applications Engineer / Manager, 
Project Manager, Key Account Specialist, 
Vertical Pump Product Specialist, 
International Sales Engineer / Manager / 
Director and he has considerable experience 
in Training & Mentoring young engineers.
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Presenter Profile – Simon Smith

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Commence on Slide 2Good morning to those of you in Europe & Africa, good afternoon and evening to those of you joining us from Asia, and a very warm welcome to you all. Thank you for joining this, the second of what is planned to be a regular series of seminars on pumping topics. This one will last about 30 minutes We are deliberately steering away from product presentations and towards educational content, addressing a pumping topic in each one. We believe this is very important in the new world order of many engineers working from home making in-workplace training that much more difficult.Having said that, please forgive me three or four slides to remind you who we are and what we do.



RUHRPUMPEN AT A GLANCE

VERTICAL 
INTEGRATION

+65 YEARS
OF EXPERIENCE

SALES 
OFFICES IN 

+35 COUNTRIES

+2,000
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MANUFACTURING
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IN 10 COUNTRIES

15 SERVICE 
CENTERS

+70,000 PUMPING SOLUTIONS INSTALLED WORLDWIDE



A GLOBAL COMPANY

MANUFACTURING  FACILITIES

 USA [Tulsa] 

 Germany [Witten]

 Mexico [Monterrey]

 Brazil [Rio de Janeiro]

 Argentina [Buenos Aires]

 Egypt [Suez]

 India [Chennai]

 China [Changzhou]

 Russia [Moscow]

 United Kingdom [Lancing]

Manufacturing facility 
& Service center
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MARKETS WE SERVE
Our commitment to create innovations 
that offer reliable solutions to our 
customers allow us to provide a 
complete range of pump systems to 
support core markets as:



THE MOST EFFICIENT AND RELIABLE PUMP SYSTEMS WORLDWIDE

Ruhrpumpen offers a broad range of highly engineered and standard pumping products that meet and exceed the

requirements of the most demanding quality specifications and industry standards.
Our pumps can handle head requirements as high as 13,000 ft (4,000 m) and capacities up to 300,000 gpm (68,000 m3/hr).

Moreover, our pump designs cover temperatures from cryogenic temperatures of -310 °F (-196 °C) up to 752 °F (400 °C).

Products include:

 Single Stage Overhung Pumps

 Between Bearings Pumps

 Vertical Multi-Stage Pumps

 Positive Displacement Pumps

 Full Range of Industrial Pumps

 Submersible Pumps

 Magnetic Drive Pumps

 Decoking Systems

 Packaged Systems

 Fire Systems

PRODUCTS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overhung – Foot mounted or Centreline, ANSI, ISO, General Purpose or API610Between Bearings – Axiaqlly Split, Radially Split, API compliantMulti-stage – Axially Split Case & Radially Split Double Case (Barrel)Vertical - Single stage, Multi-stage, API & General Purpose, Double Case or Single CaseSubmersible pumpsPositive DisplacementMag DrivePackaged SystemsFire SystemsThat is the end of the commercial, now back to the subject matter!
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The Impact of Curve Shape, Head-Rise to 
Shutoff and “Zero Tolerances” on Equipment 

Selection, Reliability, & Pricing and on 
Downstream Equipment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This seminar is going to look at the impacts of Curve Shape, Head Rise to Shutoff, and the new trend towards Zero Tolerances on equipment selection, reliability and pricing as well as the impact on downstream equipment Ideally we would have a Q&A session at the end, but unfortunately the Zoom type format does not make this easy with so many attendees. At the last count there were over 100 registrations for this session alone and we had 200 attendees for each of last week’s sessions. I would encourage you to use the “Q&A” section at the bottom of your screen to ask any questions or make any comments. We will address all of them in the coming days. We are recording this session and will make it available to all attendees as a You-Tube link as well as emailing you a PDF version of the slideshow.



1. An increasing number of pump or project specifications are assuming (or even 
specifying) a head rise to shutoff of as little as10 to 15%.
This (wrong) assumption can lead to the oversizing of pump and motor 
equipment and subsequent poor performance in the field. 

2. Many specifications especially those for Transfer or Loading services are 
specifying “zero negative tolerance on TDH”. (The concern being meeting the 
contractual guaranteed output flow at the negative tolerance TDH condition).

These two requirements can seriously impact the design and price of not only the 
pumps but also of downstream equipment.
This presentation will help engineers to specify the right pump for the application.
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The Problems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We manufacturers are facing two problems on an increasingly frequent basis.CLICKFirstly the fact that an increasing number of project or client specifications are either assuming or sometimes specifying a head rise to shutoff of as little as 10 to 15%. CLICKSecondly - Many specifications especially those for Transfer or Loading services are specifying “zero negative tolerance on TDH”. (The concern being meeting the contractual guaranteed output flow at the negative tolerance TDH condition).CLICKWe will show you the impacts of these on equipment selection, reliability, price and the impact on downstream equipment 



Pressure Rating of Pump Casings
 6.3.1 “The maximum discharge pressure shall be the maximum suction 

pressure plus the maximum differential pressure that the pump is able to 
develop when operating with the furnished impeller at the rated speed and 
specified normal relative density (specific gravity)” –i.e. shutoff head rated 
impeller
 6.3.2 Options for a) max SG, b) max dia impeller, c) trip speed
 6.3.5 “…the MAWP shall be at least the maximum discharge pressure (see 

6.3.1 & 6.3.2)   plus 10% of the maximum differential pressure…”
 Note 3 The 10% differential pressure margin is intended to 

accommodate head increases (6.1.4) (i.e. 5%), higher speed in variable speed 
pumps (6.1.5) and head (testing) tolerance  (see 8.3.3.3b)
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What Does API 610 Say?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So let’s start with what API610 says(Read slide)CLICKCLICKCLICK 



 8.3.3.3b Table 16
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What Does API 610 Say?
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And here is 8.3.3.3b (Table 16)TDH tolerance on performance test of +/-3% at Rated FlowTDH Tolerance of +/- 10%, 8% or 5% depending on the overall TDHPower Tolerance of +4% which encompasses efficiency and head tolerances. 



 API 610 allows tolerances on rated head, shutoff head and rated power. It 
does this for a very good reason. 
 BECAUSE THAT IS THE REALITY OF MANUFACTURING
 Semi-Engineered Pumps are not built from investment castings and some 

variations between batches of castings is inevitable
 It is impossible to accurately measure shutoff head
 Imposing “zero negative head” will result in us quoting a tolerance of -0%/+6% 

instead of +/-3% with a corresponding increase in shutoff head tolerance  (e.g
-2%/+8% instead of +/-5%)
 This will impact MAWP and Rated Power
 Imposing “zero positive power” will result in us quoting 4% higher guaranteed 

power
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Zero Negative Tolerance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CLICK 1 Read the slideCLICK 2 Read the slideCLICK 3 Read the slideCLICK 4 Read the slideAs you approach shutoff the pressure gauge just wobbles and pulsates. It is impossible to read accurately.In most test stands the test engineers will take the flow back as far as they can go to take a reasonably accurate reading and then extrapolate it the rest of the wayThis is one major reason why the test tolerance at shutoff is greater than that at rated flowCLICK 5Read slideBasically we shift the whole curve upwardsCLICK 6CLICK 7



• DO NOT ASSUME 10% - this is seldom achievable except on very 
small process pumps

• For typical process pumps (flow rates of 500 to 1000m3/hr) head rise will be
in the range of 115% to 130%

• Many vertical pumps (VS1 & VS6) will have a head rise of 140% to 150%
• For parallel operation a head rise of at least 15% is recommended.

The steeper the curve the more controllable the pump operation.
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How Much is the Head-rise to Shutoff Head of a Pump?

Presenter
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CLICK 1 Read the slideCLICK 2 Read the slideCLICK 3 Read the slideCLICK 4 Read the slide



 A small change in Head (H) will have far less impact on the Flow Rate (Q) 
with a steep curve (red) than with a shallow curve (blue) -so negative head 
tolerance is not such a problem.
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Impact of Curve Shape on Controllability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is why.Here we see two HQ curves. A steep one (red) and and a shallow one (blue)A small change in Head (H) will have far less impact on the Flow Rate (Q) with a steep curve (red) than with a shallow curve (blue)So a 3% negative tolerance on head will have much less impact on flow with a steep curveSimilarly, small changes in the system head from the predicted head (i.e. the TDH that the system is actually demanding rather than the calculated value) will have much less impact on flow with a steep curve 



• Start with Rated Differential Pressure (with max SG)
• Assume 30% head rise (50% for VS1 or VS6)
• Add 10% per API610 Para 6.3.5
• Add max possible suction pressure (Note NOT the suction side design pressure)
• If this brings the calculated MAWP close to:-

– 15 Barg (150# flange rating) * or
– 45 Barg (300# flange rating) * or
– 90 Barg (600# flange rating) * or
– 135 Barg (900# flange rating) *
then consult pump vendors to get more accurate SOH predictions

 Don’t specify “zero tolerances” or if you have no choice, discuss the implications and 
possible options with the pump vendors

* (Based on A216WCB Steel castings or A105 forged plate at 150 deg C)
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What MAWP should I assume for Downstream 
Equipment?



 Here is a pump on LNG sendout duty
411m3/hr @ 2212m, 1450kW

 With this pump and API tolerances pump
MAWP was 150.4 Barg

 This selection was used for FEED, EPC
Selection, and Purchase Stages.

 Only at the final pre-award meeting was it
realised that …

 PMC had assumed 10% headrise to shutoff
with zero positive tolerance on SOH and 
set a downstream pressure rating of only
130 Barg

 To ensure parallel operation PMC
specified zero negative tolerance on SOH
too!
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Real World Example 
How to get it wrong!

Presenter
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Here is a Real-World Example of How to get it wrong.I was personally involved in this mess and I have sanitized it to protect the guilty.CLICK 1 ReadCLICK 2 Read… so this was over 2 or 3 years detailed review, several rounds of TQs Click 3 ReadClick 4 Read… so 130 Bar when we have been at 150 bar for 3 years and exception having been taken to this MAWP requirement as being unachievable But it gets worse! CLICK ReadSo not only do we have to obtain 10% head rise to shutoff but it has to be exactly 10%... no more…no less! We went away overnight and came up with this compromise solution



• This reselection met the 110% rise to
shutoff but with API tolerances +/- 5%

• MAWP was thus 136 Barg
• Selection is

• away from BEP (81% vs 86%),
• has lower efficiency (71.6% vs 80.1%)
• rated and max power are significantly 

higher (1620 & 1869kW vs 1450 &
1550kW)

• Motor rating is significantly higher
(1960kW vs 1595kW)
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Real World Example
How to get it wrong (2)!
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We went away overnight and came up with this compromise solutionCLICK 1 meets the 10% head rise but we still needed manufacturing tolerances of +/-5%CLICK 2 ReadCLICK 3 ReadSo there you go – How to get it wrong!Mercifully we lost this order in the “last price, no regrets, offer” stage so we did not need to build the impossible pump they were demanding  



• Perfect Pump!
– Good headrise for parallel

operation
– Rated flow v close to BEP

• EPC Specified Max headrise to 
shutoff 120%

• EPC also specified zero negative 
tolerance on rated head.

• This resulted in us quoting a 
tolerance of -0%/+6% instead of +/-
3% with a corresponding increase in 
shutoff head tolerance (i.e.-2%/+8%
instead of +/-5%) increasing the 
MAWP proportionately (from 39.2 to 
40.4 Bar)
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How to Get it Wrong 2

Presenter
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Here is another example of how to get it wrong.CLICK 1 Read….. BUTCLICK 2 Read……This is a vertical VS6 pump so 135% is actually quite low. It could easily have been 140 or 150%CLICK 3 ReadCLICK 4  ReadThis 35% head-rise was a problem to the customer so we went away and came up with a compromise solutionCLICK



• Compromise selection
– Next Frame Size up Pump
– Rated Point 84.75% of BEP Flow 

(just within the “Preferred Operating 
Range”) instead of 99% BEP Flow

– Efficiency 3.5 points lower
– Power 27 kW higher
– Motor rating 37 kW higher
– Headrise 122% (still OK for 

parallel operation)
 An inexperienced engineer would be 

tempted to say “That’s an acceptable 
compliant selection”

 BUT HE/SHE WOULD BE WRONG
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How to get it Wrong 2
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Presentation Notes
CLICK 1 Read SlideClick 2 Read SlideClick 3 BUT HE/SHE WOULD BE WRONG



• Shockless Flow
– This is the flow rate at which the flow 

into the impeller impinges on the inlet 
vanes at the optimum angle. It is 
normally close to the BEP Flow of the 
full diameter impeller.

– Trimming the impeller has no impact 
on the shockless flow rate.

– Onset of Suction Recirculation is 
generally around 40-60% of the 
Shockless Flow rate

– So the Rated Duty Point might be 
85% of BEP Flow for the trimmed 
impeller but it is at 65% of the 
Shockless Flow

 This selection is a train wreck 
waiting to happen
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How to Get it Wrong 2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To explain why, I want you to understand the concept of Shockless Flow.This is flow rate at which the flow into the impeller impinges on the inlet vanes at the optimum angle. It is normally close to the BEP flow of the FULL DIAMETER impeller(Read the rest of the slide)CLICKThis selection is a train wreck waiting to happen.It is probably ok on a small low energy pump 2” or 4” at 6 to 8 kWBut definitely not on a multi-stage 350kW pump like this one.I would advise you to avoid selections of medium or large pumps close to minimum diameter or, when you have to, then select to the right of BEP. 
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Suction Recirculation
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Illustration of Suction & Discharge recirculationNote that suction recirculation is not impacted by impeller trim, it is solely down to the inlet geometry of the impeller, but discharge recirculation is.



1. Start with Rated Differential Pressure (with max SG)
2. Assume 30% head rise (50% for VS1 or VS6)
3. Add 10% per API610 Para 6.3.5
4. Add max possible suction pressure (Note NOT the suction side design pressure)
5. If this brings the calculated MAWP close to:-

 15 Barg (150# flange rating) * or
 45 Barg (300# flange rating) * or
 90 Barg (600# flange rating) * or
 135 Barg (900# flange rating) *
then consult pump vendors to get more accurate SOH predictions

6. Don’t specify “zero tolerances” or if you have no choice, discuss the implications and 
possible options with the pump vendors
* (Based on A216WCB Steel castings or A105 forged plate at 150 deg C)
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Summary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That finishes this Session. I hope I have been able to get across to you the following:1,2,3,4,5,6
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Coming Attractions 

“The Importance of Using System Curves in Pump Selection and Successful Pump Operation”

Thurs 3rd June – 08.00 (UK BST) (Eastern Hemisphere) & 17.00 (UK BST) (Western Hemisphere)
Aimed at Process and Mechanical Engineers and Consultant Engineers specifying pumping equipment as well as 
Applications Engineers selecting and quoting them. Develop an understanding of how the System Curve works 
with the Pump H/Q Curve to determine how a pump will operate in the field.

Will cover such topics as parallel operation, steep vs shallow curves, and “hooked” curves

Future subjects in preparation include:
 “Selecting the right pump for the application”

(when to transition from an OH2 to a BB2 , when to consider VS6 etc etc)

 “NPSH made simple (or “simpler” anyway!)”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
COMING ATTRACTIONS“The importance of using System Curves in Pump Selection and Successful Pump Operation”Again two sessions, one for the Easten Hemisphere and one for the Western Hemisphere.The invitation will be published very soon. Put it in your diaryFuture sessions are planned, and I would welcome YOUR input as to subjects YOU would like us to cover. 
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Specialist for Pumping Technology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, any comments or questions that you addressed in the on-line Q&A comment section will be answered in the coming days. Otherwise please do contact us by phone or e-mail to your local Sales Office or to info@ruhrpumpen.comStop sharing
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